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Kletorologion the turmarchs, the drungarii^ and the kometes
(comites) of the banda are under the authority of the strategoi.
According to a list given by an Arabian source the strategos
controlled 10,000 men divided into two turmaiy each of which
was composed of five banda under a drungarius^ the ban don
being divided into five pentarchies under a homes. Each
homes had under him five pentehontarchies (companies) each
consisting of forty men under a -pentekontarchos^ who, as the
name indicates, must at times have commanded fifty men;
finally, there came the four dekarchies^ each with ten men.
Further, there were kleisurai (commanded by kleisuriarch$\
which were not included in the theme-system. Literally the
word means mountain passes, and therefore refers to
particular frontier districts where roads by which invaders
might advance had to be protected and barred. As these
districts grew in importance they were raised to the rank of
themes. The akritai^ whose name can best be translated by
'frontier defenders' or margraves, were subordinated to
them, at any rate from time to time. They carried on
perpetual petty warfare on the frontiers. Digenes, the hero
of the Byzantine national epic, in which are mirrored the
conditions of the tenth century, is such an akritas* The
continual fighting with the infidel and with robber bands,
the apelatai (cattle thieves), is the foundation of the Akritas
sagas.
Besides the army in the provinces, troops were also sta-
tioned in Constantinople and in its neighbourhood; these
included the four mounted tagmata—the scholar'u^ the
excubitoreS) the hikanatai (each under the command of a
domesticus\ and the arithmos or viglay which was the guard of
the imperial headquarters, under a drungarius. In addition
there was an infantry regiment, the numeri^ under a domesticus^
and furthermore the troop under the comes or domesticus of
the Walk) a title which probably referred to the Long Walls
built by Anastasius I, about forty miles to the west of the
capital With the exception of the Guards of the Walls,
these troops went into battle with the Emperor. But his
real bodyguard was the hetairia> literally the retinue, under
the hetairiarchos. The domesticus of the scholarii was the
officer of the highest rank after the strategos of the Anatolikon,

